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Please Support Chamber Members When Possible 

At Vitek Family Dentistry, our priority is to deliver 
quality care to informed patients in a comfortable and convenient 
setting. When you have dental problems, you need to turn to a 
dentist who listens and responds ... an experienced doctor who 
knows the field and can effectively diagnose and treat your 
needs ... a friendly dentist who counsels you on the best ways to 
maintain and improve your health. Our staff meet all these  
criteria. Plus, you benefit from a dedicated team of trained  
professionals who give you the individualized attention you  
deserve. 
 
Alexa Vitek-Hitchcock D.D.S.  

Vitek Family Dentistry 
13173 Schavey Rd ,Dewitt, MI 48820-9000 
517-277-2000 

 

Plans for the 2021 Road Rallye have been finalized and we are now moving to sponsorship opportunities. There are three levels of 

sponsorship: Finish Line ($250); Bag Sponsor ($150) and Pit Stop ($100). 

The intent of the Rallye is to encourage people to get out and explore the DeWitt Area,  visit sponsoring businesses, while enjoying 

the spring weather.  Their efforts could pay off with cash prizes ranging from $50—$250. 

Each vehicle must have a driver and navigator. They will  be given a “Route Instructional Sheet” the day of the event. These  

instructions will guide the participants through the Rallye course with a variety of game challenges and questions along the way.  

Rallye sponsors will be given the option of hosting a pitstop where participants will be given the opportunity to improve their score 

by playing games and gaining points.  The intent of the Pit Stop is to promote your business while allowing participants the  

opportunity to earn points. The sponsor can chose the game or we can help you  with a game. 

The Rallye will end with an outdoor gathering offering food and music  at  which time points will be calculated and winners  

announced. 

We hope you will consider joining us as a sponsor and/or participant. This will be a great way to tour the community, have a little 

fun, and promote your business. 


